Unit representation in the Transducer Electronic Data Sheet (TEDS) specified in the IEEE 1451 standards is a binary sequence of 10 octets that encode the physical units as a product of the seven Système International base units, plus radian and steradian, each raised to a rational power in addition to an unsigned integer indicating the structure of the unit. While this representation seems trivial, manual compilation is prone to be erroneous and impractical, especially for complex units used in the hydroclimatology field. Hence, the development of a software application to automatically generate this vector represents a critical step to both reduce work load and automate unit conversion. Existing conversion packages for manipulating units fall short in many ways and also suffer from not integrating with a units controlled vocabulary. We developed HydroUnits (Pythonbased) to compute the vectorial representation for the Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Sciences, Inc's Observations Data Model units for use in an IEEE 1451.0based TEDS generator. In addition, the package has been extended to support dimensional analysis, unit reduction and unit conversion and contains provision to convert time series data between different unit systems.
INTRODUCTION
In response to the rising complexity and variety of transducers (sensors and actuators) and transducer-tomicroprocessors communication protocols, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) sponsored the development of the IEEE 1451 standard (IEEE , ;
Song & Lee ) to introduce a common communications standard. This standard comprises a family of eight (8) (sub) standards, identified as IEEE 1451.X (as of the date of this writing) that provides the common interface and enabling technology for the connectivity of transducers to microprocessors, control and field networks, and data acquisition and instrumentation systems in a plug-and-play fashion (Song & Lee ) . The standard puts forth the concept of a Transducer Electronic Data Sheet (TEDS) which plays the role of an identification card attached to smart sensors and actuators enabling self-identification, self-description, self-diagnosis, self-calibration, and plug-and-play functionality. While the TEDS are typically stored and shipped on a non-volatile memory embedded in the sensor assembly, this standard expands on this concept actually allowing the TEDS to be stored in other places (Virtual TEDS) within the user's system. This permits traditional analog sensor users to take advantage of the benefits of TEDS without needing to retrofit their sensors with an embedded nonvolatile memory.
Among the information stored in the TEDS for transducers (TransducerChannel TEDS) is the corresponding unit in which they output their measurements or receive data.
Efforts to store physical units associated with transducers have been developed by the IEEE 1451.2 Working Group (IEEE ) for two main purposes: to unambiguously define a sensor measurement and also to identify the scaling associated with a sensor's output. A simple solution would be to enumerate the units for a particular system and transmit only the index of the unit selected by the user for each sensor channel. However, this option does not reveal the unit's structure, it also does not accommodate unforeseen units, and every communicating entity would need a copy of the units list (Hamilton ) . Moreover, the order of the units in the list would need to be tracked and for verification purposes this would need to be checked at both ends, i.e., at the sources (end nodes) and at the destination (base station). In addition, the inclusion of only the unit index in the TEDS does not allow a manufacturer to build transducers with automatically computed built-in calibration constants. For example, a sensor measuring rainfall in millimeters would require the manual insertion of the scaling factor into the Calibration TEDS. This would be even more tedious for a sensor measuring discharge in cubic feet per minute because such a unit has to be converted into the SI unit system before insertion into the TEDS. In other words, the more complex the unit is, the more onerous is the computation of the aggregated scaling factor. Finally, the number of units that would need to be declared is basically infinite (Hilfinger ) resulting in potentially onerous and excessive manual typing together with operator overload to perform dimensional analysis checks and subsequent updates of the units list. An alternative solution consists of using a binary sequence of ten bytes to encode physical units (Hamilton ; IEEE , ) . This method represents a unit as a product of the seven Système International (SI) base units and two SI supplementary units (radian and steradian), namely IEEE 1451 base units (see column 3 in Table 1 for the base set of units), each raised to a rational power for most part with a range of ±4. This structure encodes only the exponents of the IEEE 1451 base units as a dimension vector (e.g., joule (m^2*kg/s^2) is [0,0,2,1, À 2,0,0,0,0]). We subsequently address the raison d'être of the first element named unit interpretation. Its major advantages are that it can accommodate unforeseen units and requires only a few bytes to store units independently of how complex they are. Hamilton () discusses and justifies various considerations behind the separation of plane and spherical angles into two distinct dimensions with units of radian and steradian, respectively. For interoperability purposes, we followed the IEEE 1451 units encoding scheme.
In line with our effort to develop virtual TEDS for legacy sensors to be used in a hydroclimatological measurement system presented in Celicourt & Piasecki () and due to the separation of concerns (e.g., separation of presentation layer, business logic layer, and data access layer) in software engineering (Krueger ; Saleh & Gomaa ) approach based on the Model-View-Controller architecture (Krasner The extensive collection arrives from the use of the imperial and SI unit systems in addition to permitting any units that are deemed appropriate and that have been moderated in the system. While this is a workable approach it features a number of problems.
First, there is a never ending list of requests to allow new unit combinations into the system, for example, another unit describing velocity, even though velocity is already covered multiple times. The simple generic formula of length per time translates into a significant number of representations using both unit systems and then powers of, such as kilo-, milli, micro-, and so on.
Second, in some cases velocity is not really the speed of a traveling particle but could also be the speed with which a surface rises; a good example for this is that rainfall intensity is typically given as millimeter/hour (length/time) which are units of velocity even though this is not a lateral movement covering distance in a certain amount of time. In other words, it would be important to retain context because of those quantities that are 'dimensionally equivalent' while not being 'semantically equivalent' (Kent et al. ) .
Lastly, use of a certain set of units vs. another annotating the same measurement is often subjective because users favor certain units but not others, for example, the use of cubic meter per second for discharge which is a common unit to address river flows, but using million gallons per day when assessing the capacity of water distribution networks or pump performance. Hence, it would be much easier if all incoming data were to be stored using a base set of units which would then be converted on the fly whenever a request for data is incoming demanding a different unit configuration. This leads to the second objective of HydroUnits, which is to serve and support user selected output units regardless of the data acquisition system. Key Figure 1 ) models such a system (see Figure 2 ).
We capitalized on this model to extend the package and consequently provide support for observations time series is represented by a dimension vector of [1, À2, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0] (according to the indexing pattern in column 7 of Table 1 ) which gives a dimension integer of 7,961 (the sum of the product of each value in the dimension vector by its corresponding factor in column 8 of Table 1 ). Disregarding the meaning of the unit, a unit represented by [À9, À3/2, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0] (length^À 9 *time^À 3/2 *mass^1) has the same dimension integer of 7,961 which creates ambiguity (see page 654 in Novak () for more details). Cunis () has proposed a method where each elementary unit of measure is associated with a prime number instead of a vector index in order to accommodate a larger set of base units. This method seems to be much more consistent compared to Novak's approach when seen in the context of the Other approaches to dimensional analysis and unit conversion include the implementation of a general-purpose object-oriented type system consisting of meta-classes, abelian classes and wildcards to express the most common uses of physical quantities in computing systems (Allen The approach to unit representation in smart and legacy sensors specified in the IEEE 1451 standard, while based on the dimension vector representation method, is more streamlined, consistent, and comprehensive to perform dimensional analysis. This approach relies on the concept of 'unit interpretation' as a key instrument to reenforce more accurate dimensional analysis and is used to capture or express whether the intended unit is the given one or the quotient of the given unit and itself or the logarithm of that unit, or the logarithm of the quotient of the given unit and itself, etc. (see Table 3 ). For example, the strain quantity in meter/meter is represented by [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] where the first element in the list [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] without the dimensionless ratio flag.
This method also expresses both the need for more dimensions definition and also captures the underlying structure of units. can communicate with any other node in its range (equivalent unit in our case) while we were seeking to perform a 'starred dimensional conversion' (a reference unit is like a coordinator or a router) to satisfy the SI-based IEEE 1451 vectorial representation requirement. Therefore, they do not target a specific base unit to decompose a given unit into in order to create its dimension vector representation and, more importantly, they do not implement a unique reference unit when unit conversion between commensurate units is necessary. Moreover, the adoption of the scale-factor-based hierarchical unit definition scheme used rendered these Python packages unsuitable for our task.
There are many other aspects of the comparison that are not covered here; the reader is referred to Hillar () to further explore a more fine-grained comparison between three (Numerical Analysis, Units, and Pint) of the reviewed python modules. Lastly, we discovered various similarities (hierarchical unit definition scheme, redundancies in units definition, no support for units with additive scale factors, etc.) between the approaches adopted in the mentioned Python packages and at least one of the works reviewed in the section 'Review of dimension analysis approaches'.
HYDROUNITS Key design principles
A number of key design principles are adopted to develop the python module to meet the aforementioned objectives. Because we programmatically determine the vectorial representation for base units, derived units and any
given unit, we chose to group equivalents units under their respective dimension and quantity. This approach offers convenience for the tasks at hand.
Base and derived units definition and conversion factors
We adopt the approach of House () and Novak () by grouping dimensionally equivalent units under a single dimension with a reference unit which is either the base unit defined in IEEE 1451 or a unit derived from these base units. The conversion factor for those reference units is 1.0 or (1, 0). We capitalize on the notion of 'immutable type' (e.g., int, float, tuple, etc.) in Python to define the conversion factor for each co-unit/commensurate unit in the dimension-based group as the dictionary data type (mentioned above) requires that the key for each value is immutable. We also take advantage of the 'dynamically type checking' capability of Python to handle the difference between conversion factors that have no additive factor and those that have one. Hence, we use 'tuple data' type for those that have additive factor like thermodynamic temperature units (see Figure 2 ) and 'integer' or 'float data' type for those with only a multiplicative scale factor. We also adopted Dreiheller et al.'s () recommendation to keep base and derived units and their multiples and sub-multiples as two separate but interconnected entities using the dictionary type to define these scale factors. For instance, we define milli, kilo, hecto, etc., and meter, and our package understands and computes scaling factor for kilometer and even for units that may be written as kilo meter. In addition, there can be numbers (written as a text string) that may appear in some of the units (e.g., kilograms per thousand square meter) for which we will use the same data type to define their value. However, we do not manually provide nor define any base unit or derived unit in terms of its compact representation as done in Petty () and Brown () which is prone to errors. Instead, we programmatically compute the IEEE 1451 representation for the derived units in order to avoid erroneous values (see dashed box in Figure 3 ).
Hence, we simply define the name of the reference unit of the group as a function of the base units that appear in its algebraic expression. As for the vector representation of the base units, this is simply done by replacing the corresponding index for the base unit by its exponent in a zeroed 9-tuple, then the unit interpretation is added to make up the 10-tuple. Here HydroUnits offers some versatility in the sense that it can easily be adjusted to support 7tuple and 8-tuple based vector representation. HydroUnits cannot guarantee that the unit-construct supplied to the package for a specific purpose (unit conversion, dimension computation, etc.) has a physical meaning. We cannot restrict this as it would compromise the ability of HydroUnits to handle unforeseen units. However, we guarantee that each sub-unit of the unit-construct is defined in the knowledge base and also allow the user to specify his/ her own units according to the pattern shown in Figures 2   and 3 .
Building blocks of the module
The HydroUnits package contains three modules, namely, dimensionality.py, ieee1451unitsrepresentation.py and timeseriesconversion.py defined in Figure 1 . Each module serves a specific but different purpose for which we need to define different data types and formats. For example, the dimensionality.py module is used to determine the dimension for each element of base or derived unit that appears in a given unit. as 'international foot degree Celsius' (see Figure 4 ). In addition, it automatically computes the 'unit interpretation' value mentioned above, the exponent for each sub-unit, and the IEEE 1451 vectorial representation as well as the overall conversion factor for the given unit. Figure 1 also noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis.html. Here we simply illustrate this capability in Figure 9 .
Support for unforeseen units (Figure 4) Here we present an example of results of the unit-construct slicing algorithm mentioned before. To show the robustness of the slicing method, we use a hypothetical unit-construct disregarding its physical meaning and we supply it to HydroUnits. The unit reduction expression shown in Figure 4 demonstrates the ability of the overall package to handle unexpected units. The unit reduction result also demonstrates that HydroUnits is able to subtract a sub-unit with more than one string piece like 'international foot' and 'inch of mercury'.
Support for logarithmic quantities (Figure 10)
Providing support for handling logarithmic quantities, more specifically the 'pH' quantity (measure of acidity), in HydroUnits requires a reconciliation of the IEEE 1451 standards and the physical sciences treatment of such quantities.
In 
Discussions of inaccuracies in the results presented
The reader may notice that HydroUnits exhibits some inaccuracies in the results presented above. The behavior of these errors in floating-point arithmetic is tolerated and it is also not recommended to round or truncate floating-point numbers to fix perceived accuracy problems (Beazley & Jones ). In Python, even trivial or simple mathematical calculations generate some level of errors. This is due to the fact that floating-point numbers cannot accurately represent all base-10 decimals. In addition, a floating-point number may have a finite decimal representation, but its binary representation in computer hardware is an infinite repeating representation (Goldberg ) . All computer hardware and computer programming languages suffer from such limitations. Another option beside rounding or truncating is to treat the numbers as decimal using the decimal Python standard module, but this would sacrifice performance at some levels. In addition, rounding or truncating of numbers may be involved. In this regard, we believe that the application domain (e.g., finance vs. engineering or science) matters the most. In the scientific and engineering domains, it is common and encouraged to use the normal floating-point type. Therefore, as mentioned before, HydroUnits makes use of the Python's float data type.
SUMMARY
In this paper, we addressed a number of unit conversion challenges such as: what is the resulting conversion factor for units involving both a subunit with only a multiplicative scale factor and a subunit with both a multiplicative scale factor and an additive constant? For example, how do we convert from a unit such as 'meter per degree Celsius' to 'feet per kelvin'? Also, while it would make more sense to consider a 'temperature delta' instead of a 'temperature point' when the thermodynamic temperature dimension is involved in multiplicative context, do we know enough about how the measurement quantified temperature to make this choice? These questions illustrate that dimensional analysis is not sufficient to perform a complete and sensible unit conversion. Another example to illustrate this is: arithmetically adding two temperature values yields the sum of these two values. However, in the context of 'heat transfer' when mixing two substances with different temperature, because temperature is an intensive quantity, the temperature of the resulting mixture is not or cannot be the sum of the initial temperatures. Therefore, when dealing with intensive quantities, additional information about the substances to be mixed is paramount to correctly perform the unit conversion.
We also realized that dimensional analysis does neither adequately model the semantics of measurement data nor does it provide adequate treatment of dimensionless quantities and distinguish between such concepts as circular angles and rotational angles, or temperature points and temperature intervals. For instance, quantities such as 'relative humidity' and 'volumetric water content', expressed in 'percent', are treated as dimensionless quantities, but in the context of the IEEE 1451 standard the unit (percent) has to be replaced by its equivalents (respectively 'Pascal per Pascal' and 'cubic meter per cubic meter') to express the underlying structure of the unit and also perform proper dimensional representations. Moreover, using the unit 'percent' for these quantities in computing systems means that they are dimensionally equivalent and consequently one could be converted to the other. Hence, adopting the IEEE 1451 unit representation prevents the mistake of performing such illegitimate automatic unit conversion. One could argue that this resembles an underdeveloped standard in the sense that it does not fully capture the intricate details of the underlying unit (e.g., Pascal water vapor pressure per Pascal saturation vapor pressure). However, the IEEE 1451 standard does not attempt to consider such nuances in the underlying unit which is an unmanageable task. In addition, addressing such level of details would generate some redundancies as only the unit component appearing in the dimensionless ratio is important for the vectorial representation. We also identified some areas for further studies, for example, that new dimensions or strategies are needed to represent water quality and microbiology measurements (water color, turbidity, bacteria population, etc.).
The developed tool (HydroUnits) establishes the basis and direction for more accurate dimensional analysis for data collected in the geosciences. While it is developed to serve in a hydroclimatological context, we believe that it can serve for other fields of study as hydroclimatology is a crossroads to many other fields, at least as far as the Based on these two packages, a user can easily determine the IEEE 1451 representation of a unit. Hence, we developed another specialized package (ieee1451unitrepresentation.py) that preprocesses the given unitconstruct for consistency checking and further manipulation. Subsequently, this package decomposes the given unit-construct as list of subunit and exponent pair which will be piped individually to our dimensionality.py package which itself returns the dimension and scaling factor for the subunit. If the decomposed unitconstruct contains a derived or special unit, this is again decomposed and each of its subunits sent to the dimensionality.py package computing dimension and scaling factor. In addition, the user may want to visualize data or compute data product with a mix of data time series in different unit systems, hence, we have developed a package named timeseriesconversion.py that permits the conversion of such time series into the desired unit.
HydroUnits differentiates itself to existing tools by a number of factors including the implementation approach adopted, the adoption of standard-based (NIST) units naming conventions and, more importantly, the emphasis on units controlled vocabularies which is a critical aspect of units treatment. Additionally, HydroUnits supports unit conversion for quantities with additive scaling factor, and natively supports time series conversion and takes leap years into consideration for units consisting of the time dimension (e.g., month, minute). Due to its overall implementation approach, HydroUnits exhibits a high level of versatility that no other tool we are aware of has achieved. This versatility is illustrated by the following examples:
(a) The dictionary data type used to store the base and derived units and their conversion factor can easily be serialized into the JavaScript Object Notation format making the unitsandconversationfactors.py file contents to be stored in a non-relational database such as Mon-goDB and the other components of HydroUnits can, with minimal efforts, be paired with a tool like the Pymongo driver (to communicate with MongoDB from Python) to help with dimension and scaling factors retrieval. This would be an important aspect of a (sensor) data management system allowing users to retrieve sensor data from a database (CUAHSI ODM) in their preferred unit system. This makes HydroUnits unique. In addition, for the reasons cited in 'Python dictionary types' in the section 'Key design principles', the dictionary data type constitutes an extensive base for future versions of HydroUnits which are expected to support context-based dimensional analysis.
(b) Because even the 10-tuple vectorial representation for the base units are programmatically computed, we believe that it would require very little effort to adjust the vectorial output in order for HydroUnits to accommodate situations where 7-tuple and 8-tuple vectorial representation are needed. This is an aspect of the reusability and scalability traits that we expected HydroUnits to exhibit.
(c) HydroUnits' ability to handle standard-based unforeseen units and its capability to host user-defined units make it very suitable to be used in almost any domain with very minimal alteration. For user-defined units, we foresee the modification of only the 'units' knowledge base module with its easy-to-follow units and conversion factors definition pattern. In other words, no refactoring is necessary. These two core features offer the possibility to accommodate domain-specific units and also new ones that may emerge due to the evolution of science and engineering.
In the future we intend to deploy this tool with an endto-end (sensor to publication) data acquisition system based on Raspberry Pi (http://www.raspberrypi.org/) and/or Arduino (http://www.arduino.cc/) devices to measure parameters relevant to hydro-meteorological processes such as rainfall, temperature, soil moisture, relative humidity, among others. Our hardware architecture currently comprises a Raspberry Pi that will serially control a Arduino device to add computational power and intelligence such as data quality control and quality assurance, multiple and independent sampling interval, short-term trend detection of variables to trigger related sensor on a slower or faster sampling interval and, more importantly, data product computation such as evapotranspiration. Integration of the HydroUnits package into sensor platform will permit us to compute data products from sensors measuring data, for example, in a different unit system. Ultimately, we would like to develop a system that incorporates the unit conversion system such that the TEDS are automatically decoded for random sensors attached to a data acquisition system (e.g., a Raspberry PI) and then proceeds to automatically select appropriate sensors (and associated unit conversions) to compute added value products such as evapotranspiration. While our development environment is an Intel Core i5 microprocessor-based computer running on Microsoft Windows, HydroUnits has successfully been installed and executed without modification on the single-board microcomputer Raspberry Pi (Model B running Raspbian OS, CPU is an ARM processor with 700 MHz clock speed and RAM is 512 MB). This preliminary experiment demonstrates that HydroUnits can be seamlessly integrated into our envisioned datalogging system. Moreover, this tool can be particularly useful when data integration/fusion and data assimilation from heterogeneous sensors and sensor networks in a hydrologic systems modeling environment becomes necessary.
